
Kwik Kopy Preston  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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The staff at the Preston Branch were very helpful and quick to help me out.

 Devo - Sales Manager

10/03/2020excellent service and competitive prices

great professional friendly service, thank you !!!

 Training - Manager

11/02/2020fast professional service

Always happy with the work completed and the friendly staff!

 AlepatAllison - Marketing Coordinator

15/01/2020Great service, products and customer service

I used Kwik Kopy Preston for both editing and printing jobs for my wedding. 
They responded to my many requests enthusiastically and offered practical 
advice on how the products could best be developed. Most helpfully, they made 
the products on time, helping to make the invariably frantic days before one’s 
wedding as smooth as possible. 

 Aja1990 - Consultant

9/12/2019
Great communication and timely  
production

Kwik Kopy Preston

“ ”
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I had a wonderful experience with Kwik Kopy in Preston. I ordered a light box sign at the busiest 
time of year (lead up to Christmas), and they service and turn around was wonderful! I will 
definitely use them again! Thanks!

 Lucy1111 

30/11/2019Great customer service and product

I needed a job done in a real hurry, and KK were able have the printed booklets done in less than 
a day

 Garydaisydell - Lecturer

13/11/2019Fantastic Service!

We have used Kwik Kopy Preston’s services for the 2nd year running for our Boat Show flyers and 
the service has been fantastic.

 BLMarine - Office Manager

12/06/2019Fantastic service

With a very short lead time for several brochures to be printed in time for us to take off to our 
London Expo, Kwik Kopy jumped onto the job without a word of hesitation. The large files were 
processed, printed, trimmed and folded in time for me to pick up on my way to the office the 
next morning. But this is just one example of the speed and accuracy of the work they do at their 
Preston location. On top of all that, it’s the best price I’ve paid for digital printing and finishing....
ever.

 WildlyHappy - Director

14/03/2019Seriously Amazing Service
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Kwik Kopy Preston has been extremely helpful. They have hurried my jobs along and have a ‘can 
do’ attitude

 Vanessa L - Manager

11/12/2018Reliable, efficient service

I have been using Kwik Kopy for large professional jobs and small personal jobs for years and 
have never been let down. They are always prompt to reply to my questions and provide quotes. 
They are very helpful with material suggestions and never fail to meet my tight deadlines :)

 Caitlinjoel - Graphic Designer

12/11/2018Top quality and service with fast turnarounds!

So happy to have worked with Kirindi and the team.

 Margs 

13/08/2018Efficient, professional and excellent quality

We’ve had printing completed by Kwik Kopy Preston a few times now and the 
service is always speedy and friendly. Kirindi is always careful to ensure that the 
outcome is perfect, checking details and picking up any issues with close attention 
to detail. 

 Bliss Yoga and Wellbeing - Director

12/11/2018Speedy & Caring Service“ ”
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I had been referred to Kwikkopy by a friend and I’m glad I was. I was able to submit my order 
over email which was very convenient and Kirindi was lovely and helpful. My order was complete 
quickly and when I picked it up I was wrapped with how it turned out! Would recommend

 Stephen23 - PhD Student

14/08/2018
Very friendly service and amazing quality 
products

Good service, quality,  friendly staff and fast delivery!

 Alda - Office Coordinator

10/07/2018Great customer service

so happy with the service from these guys. response time is always really quick 
and the quality of the job is also always really high. 

 Jova - Brand Manager

5/04/2018Quick and always good quality

I was able to get a lot of printing done within a very short time period. The quality was excellent 
and they were honest and helpful with making recommendations on the types of prints.

 LocalSocialEntreprise 

2/04/2018Great last minute printing and service!

“ ”
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Quick Response on changes or updates on orders but lacking the advice to Customers on 
upgrading the quality of their orders

 Ahmad - Dental Laboratory Work

28/03/2018Quick orders finishing

good quality service. Can meet our tight time frames when they occur and reproduction quality 
excellent. When we have any questions on the best way to handle new projects they offer good 
advise on how to achieve a great out come for us.

 Snow - Manager

14/12/2017best service

We required a banner for an expo - printed within 24 hours.  Kwik Kopy Preston were brilliant 
in making this happen.  They only had premium stock (we had requested a budget version), they 
gave us an fabulous price on their premium banner and it was ready to pick up earlier than we 
had expected.  Won’t be going anywhere else from now on as this is just another example of how 
they have accommodated our last minute requests.

 Kwik Kopy Preston Customer - Training Services Manager

25/08/2017Excellent customer service

Kirindi was fantastic.  Quick to respond and understood clearly what was required.  More than 
happy to use Kwik Kopy Preston again

 DoDHannah - Admin

25/07/2017Really happy with the service & pricing
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I required flyers printed at a comparative price and urgently completed.  Preston Kwik Kopy were 
excellent in meeting all of my demands.

 Kwik Kopy Preston Customer - Training Services Manager

7/06/2017Fantastic responsive service

I was in a hurry to get some Business Cards done and With Comps as well, and nothing and I 
mean it nothing was too much for this Kwik Kopy Preston office, even when I got lost and I could 
not find then they were patient and then I found it.

 Carol Sheehan - Owner/Director

21/04/2017I will be back.

Always helpful and willing to fulfill your specific requirements!

 Garydaisydell - Associate Lecturer

31/03/2017Excellent service and rapid supply of order

Was impressed with the turn around timing for a quote and when the job was 
ready for collection.  Also I left it up to the staff to choose a good quality paper 
which was perfect.  Many thanks.  My only negative was that I missed the turn off 
as I did not realise the entry was a road it looks like a gate.

 
 Allgood - State Director

21/04/2017Colour copying“ ”
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The guys were very helpful with what I needed. They helped me over the phone getting my file 
correct for them to use. And was completed in very quick time

 BenBreen - Director

23/03/2017Quick friendly service

I went to Kwik Kopy Preston and they were so prompt in getting me a quote, and printed a 
rushed order the same day for me. They couldn’t have been easier to deal with and the print 
quality was perfect.

 Caitlin - Graphic Designer

21/03/2017
super fast and prompt service, exactly what I 
need

I am the Secretary of a sports club and we have 2 seasons a year. This requires large print outs 
of fixtures score sheets etc.  I used Kwik Kopy for the first time late last year and was very 
impressed with their service. It was done exactly as per my instructions & available within a very 
short time. I have been back again & the service was just as good as my first visit!  I will continue 
to use them & tell everyone I know about their brilliant service. A note of thanks to the lovely 
staff too!

 Calna5 - Secretary

8/12/2016Satisfied Customer

I received quotes from several companies, but Kwik Kopy were always fast to respond, answered 
all my questions and the processing time was much quicker than all

 Yassut - Project Manager

17/11/2016Great service, quick and easy process
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Our company required a Store Trade Card to be designed. Kwik Kopy staff were so helpful and 
knowledgeable in creating this for us.

 Pam L - Administration

9/11/2016Excellent help  and service

We used Kwik Kopy just about six weeks ago to design some labels for us. Best decision ever 
made!

 Leanne and Robs Pantry - Director

8/11/2016Great designer

Annual printing of programmes ensures us to use Kwik Kopy Preston again.

 Gloria - Hon. Secretary

18/10/2016As usual prompt and efficient service

Kwik Kopy always meet our needs with their exceptional service and timely delivery!

 CatherineF - Junior Marketing Assistant

18/10/2016Great Service!
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I have used KwikKopy many times and they are always quick, friendly and provide a great 
product.

 Ali50 - Lecturer

4/10/2016great service and follow up by staff.

I needed some brochures in a hurry, I ordered online and they were delivered next day, and under 
budget too!

 Banger - Marketing Manager

4/10/2016Kwik and great Quality

Products are of exceptional quality! Staff friendly and professional

 Sparkles - Dental Receptionist

3/10/2016Good service and friendly team

Fast turn around, accurate product, great service, thanks!

 Candy77 - Area Manager.

18/08/2016Great service and product!
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My experience with Kwik Copy was great as the staff on the phone was accommodating and 
asked all necessary details of my order.

 Becky #NAME?

18/08/2016Great service and products

Extremely reliable printing service, we never have to follow up with our orders. Deliveries have 
always been on time. There have no fee on samples and design work

 Hiep Duong - Gm Engineering And Quality

21/07/2016
Great service, fast turn around time and reli-
able



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.preston.kwikkopy.com.au


